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Project abstract:

This research project will seek to answer the question: What are the sources of tension between native Polynesians and individuals from France on Tahiti and Moorea? In order to answer this question, I will be surveying individuals that identify as native Polynesians, as well as individuals that have moved to Polynesia from France.
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Research on Tensions Between Polynesians and French on Tahiti and Mo'orea

Data Collection

What data will you collect or create?

Questions will be prepared in order to best capture participants’ perceptions regarding tensions between Polynesians and French. Prior to beginning the survey, these questions will be peer-reviewed to check for bias and to evaluate overall efficacy of the chosen questions in gaining insight to participants’ views regarding the issue. Sample questions include: Do you feel that there is significant tension between native Polynesians and the French? How have you seen this tension manifest? When you have witnessed instances of tension between Polynesians and French, what were the circumstances and what was discussed?

How will the data be collected or created?

Surveys will be conducted orally. Researchers will be stationed in a variety of places across Tahiti and Mo’orea, with an even distribution of rural and urban areas, as well as higher and lower income communities. Survey data will be anonymous, however occupation and economic status will be tied to participant responses for purposes of data analysis. Participants will be sorted into one of three economic categories: bottom 30%, middle 50%, and top 20%.

Documentation and Metadata

What documentation and metadata will accompany the data?

Information regarding survey participants' socio-economic status and occupation. Name of researcher who conducted the survey. Location of survey.

Ethics and Legal Compliance

How will you manage any ethical issues?

Data will be anonymous. No personally identifying information will be collected from participants.

How will you manage copyright and Intellectual Property Rights (IP/IPR) issues?

Data will be owned jointly by researchers and University of California, Berkeley. Data will be available to anyone conducting similar research in the region with an interest in the topic.
**Storage and Backup**

How will the data be stored and backed up during the research?

Original copies of survey results will be kept, and photographs of survey data will be taken immediately following the completion of a survey. This photograph will be uploaded to the cloud. Data will also be periodically input into a spreadsheet, also backed up on the cloud.

How will you manage access and security?

Data will only be accessible to individuals pre-authorized as researchers or research assistants on the project. Access will be either password protected or SSO login protected.

**Selection and Preservation**

Which data are of long-term value and should be retained, shared, and/or preserved?

All data

What is the long-term preservation plan for the dataset?

Question not answered.

**Data Sharing**

How will you share the data?

Data will be compiled and published upon completion of research.

Are any restrictions on data sharing required?

No.

**Responsibilities and Resources**

Who will be responsible for data management?
Question not answered.

What resources will you require to deliver your plan?

Question not answered.